A calculation of the energy width of spin waves whose energy is small compared to kT in a Heisenberg ferromagnet is presented. Full account is taken of all two-particle processes. For 2JS/kT≫1 and 2JSa 2 λ 2 /kT≪1, the energy width Δ ωλ of a spin wave of wave number λ is Δ ωλ~λ 4 T 2 [A+Bln(kT/2JSa 2 λ 2 )+Cln 2 (kT/2JSa 2 λ 2 )].
I. INTRODUCTION
OTH the static and dynamic properties of the Heisenberg ferromagnet at low temperature have been studied by many authors. Although there is general agreement as to the low-temperature thermodynamics, there is presently some controversy as to the dynamical behavior of long-wavelength spin waves at moderately low temperatures. Specifically we refer to the calculation of the width in energy, 2" (X), of spin waves of momentum 3 whose energy @ is much smaller than kT. Recently Cooke and Gersch' and also Marshall and Murray' have found the result Z"())~X'T', whereas Kashcheev and Krivoglazs obtained 2"(), ) X'T'ln'(T/X') using the 6rst Born approximation. Our work substantiates and simultaneously generalizes this latter result. %e find g" (h)~X 'Tet 2+8 in(T/Xs)+C in'(T/X') $ (1) correct to all orders in 1/S for 2JS/kT»1 and 2JSa'X'/kT((1.
Although our calculations are rather formal, we can clearly identify two crucial effects which are essential to a correct treatment of the problem. The erst and most obvious of these is the principle of detailed balancing. This principle asserts that in the calculation of the lifetime of a state one should calculate a net transition probability which is the difference between the rate of scattering out of the state minus the rate of scattering into the state. Accordingly in Z" (X) 
where z and z' are on the set of imaginary frequencies' 2lsi/P and the t matrix satisims
Xt(»; K; 9, p'). (9) The sum over z' may be performed to yield
T. Oguchi f(x) = (e'* -1)-'.
As noted above, we seek to calculate the energy width, which is given by ImZ&(ez):
Since Ret is a much more convenient quantity than Imt, we use the optical theorem, discussed in Appendix A:
X 5(ee -e(-, 'K+ t)) -e(-', K -p) )t(oi+ee; K; t), y'). (16) where
By the use of the dispersion relation for the t matrix, t(»; K; p, p') = VK(p, y') (1 G"t )(1+og"to) -(1+G « 1 -(1 -y)'"
+Is'(1 y) (2 y)+T&ln 1+(1 y)y~o e 6 RDG~0 %'hlch leads to rthcrmore, since 6 and Rlso Kq. 
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